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Quantitative Evaluation of DC Microgrids
Availability: Effects of System Architecture and
Converter Topology Design Choices
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Abstract—This paper presents a quantitative method to evaluate
dc microgrids availability by identifying and calculating minimum
cut sets occurrence probability for different microgrid architectures and converter topologies. Hence, it provides planners with
an essential tool to evaluate downtime costs and decide technology deployments based on quantitative risk assessments by allowing to compare the effect that converter topologies and microgrid
architecture choices have on availability. Conventional architectures with single-input converters and alternative configurations
with multiple-input converters (MICs) are considered. Calculations yield that all microgrid configurations except those utilizing
center converters achieve similar availability of 6-nines. Three converter topologies are used as representatives of many other circuits.
These three benchmark circuits are the boost, the isolated SEPIC
(ISEPIC), and the current-source half-bridge. Marginal availability differences are observed for different circuit topology choices,
although architectures with MICs are more sensitive to this choice.
MICs and, in particular, the ISEPIC, are identified as good compromise options for dc microgrids source interfaces. The analysis
also models availability influence of local energy storage, both in
batteries and generators’ fuel. These models provide a quantitative
way of comparing dc microgrids with conventional backup energy
systems. Calculations based on widely accepted data in industry
supports the analysis.
Index Terms—Availability, converters, dc–dc power conversion,
dc power systems, diversity methods, microgrids, planning, power
electronics.

I. INTRODUCTION
HIS paper presents an availability calculation method for
microgrids that is used to explore how dc microgrids availability is affected by the different circuit topology design choices
for the power electronic interfaces between the distributed generation (DG) sources and the rest of the microgrid. The influence of alternative system architectures on availability is also
evaluated. The ultimate goal is to gain insights on microgrid
availability characteristics that will facilitate the design of ultraavailable power plants for critical loads, such as data centers [1],
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communication sites [2], hospitals, and security facilities. Thus,
the focus is on dc systems because statistical operational data
comparing ac and dc systems for critical loads show that dc
architectures have an availability at least two orders or magnitude higher than that of ac systems [3]. Moreover, dc is chosen
over ac because it facilitates integrating most modern electronic
loads, energy storage devices, and DG technologies—all of them
inherently dc.
One of the claimed potential microgrid advantages is their improved local power availability with respect to that of the electric
grid, of about 0.999 (or as it is usually termed 3-nines) [4], or to
that of conventional backup plants with standby generators and
no energy storage, of about 4-nines [5], [6]. However, most DG
technologies have generation units with availabilities at best of
about 2-nines [6]. Thus, improved local availability can only
be achieved by having diverse power sources in redundant architectures, or by adding energy storage. Yet, the latter option
is often the alternative that is attempted to be avoided through
microgrids with DG sources [7], [8]. Thus, adequate microgrid
designs need to consider power electronic interfaces suitable
to integrate sources of various technologies, which imply that
availability analysis cannot be decoupled from understanding
the role that converter circuit topologies and system architectures play on microgrids availability.
Typically, most past conventional evaluations of microgrids
focus among some of its advantages on evaluating emissions [9],
costs [9]–[13], or fuel consumption [13], [14]. Although these
are important aspects that deserve to be the focus of attention of
the scientific community, another potential advantage of microgrids, high availability, seem to not have received as much formal
attention. In past works, high availability is often mentioned as
one of the main microgrids technical advantages [9] [15]–[27],
but many of these past works [15]–[19] do not provide proof
to this claim and most of the rest of these works explore reliability by considering microgrids small conventional power
grids [20]–[24]. Thus, their approach follows convention power
flow approximations without quantifying failure probabilities,
considering failure and repair rates, or even without including
any power electronic interfaces [20]–[24]. A similar approach
is observed in [9] in which reliability is examined from an operational perspective by studying matching generation and loads,
and by considering perfect reliable components. Still, there are
few works exploring how power electronic interfaces design
affect microgrids availability, or that present availability calculation models and methods for dc microgrids. One of these
past works considers availability mainly from an energy supply
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perspective [25], but still recognize some of the conventional
availability improving techniques, such as redundancy and modularity. Another of these works compares power electronic interfaces for dc microgrids [26] based on different criteria, but the
analysis is qualitative, focuses only on one type of interfaces—
multiple-input converters (MICs)—and concentrates on reliability, not system availability. Yet another work [27] explored
availability issues, but the focus was on circuit analysis of a particular MIC topology. In addition to MICs, the study presented
here includes evaluation of system architectures with conventional single-input converter (SIC) topologies [15], [28], [29].
This paper contributes to the field of stationary power electronics applications and, in particular, microgrids by presenting a novel framework that calculates dc microgrids availability
based on minimal cut sets (mcs) theory. Application of this availability calculation method is explained in detail by quantitatively
evaluating microgrids availability advantages and examining
how these advantages are affected by design choices. The effect
of converter circuit design on system availability is assessed
with calculations based on three dc–dc converter topologies—
boost, isolated SEPIC (ISEPIC), and current-source half-bridge
(CSHB)—that are taken as benchmarks because they are representative of most other circuit topologies. This discussion addressed meaningful questions of dc microgrids planning and
design that for the most part have not been sufficiently treated
in the literature, such as whether or not MICs may yield better
availability than SICs as implied in [30] and [31]. Also, what is
the difference in availability when using MICs when compared
to that of SICs? How much difference there is in availability
for various microgrid architectures? Since some previous works
indicate without providing a detailed assessment that dc microgrids may achieve higher availability than conventional backup
energy systems—e.g. telecom energy systems—intended for
highly available power supply [2], [6]–[8] in which at least 5 or
6-nines availability is required [32], [33], other topics discussed
in here include answers to other relevant questions, such as how
dc microgrids compare in terms of availability with respect to
conventional backup plants. In this sense, how much energy
storage is required in conventional backup systems in order to
reach availabilities similar to that of microgrids?
The quantitative analytical approach presented here is essential in order to provide useful information for planning, configuring, and operating microgrids. For example, availability values
provided here can be used in quantitative risk assessments that
allow evaluating downtime costs with respect to system capital
and operational costs in order to determine the most appropriate
technological solution in a given application [34]. The presented
calculation method could also be integrated within a microgrid
advanced controller in order to provide a continuous real-time
system availability estimate; therefore, the microgrid can be operated at a maximum availability mode. Inputs to this controller
may include site environmental data—e.g., condition of the fuel
supply system or critical components temperature—or historical failure data from the same site and other equivalent sites
in order to dynamically adjust failure rates in real time. The
analysis can be somewhat automated and adapted to alternative
configurations than those used here by realizing that architecture

blocks with similar arrangements lead to similar mcs. A way to
evaluate the impact of locally stored energy is also detailed in
this paper and this quantitative assessment of locally added energy storage is used to detail a mean to compare microgrids
availability performance to that of conventional backup energy
systems. Finally, a related contribution to the knowledge base
in highly available power electronics systems is also included in
this paper by deriving a form to calculate conventional standby
energy plants unavailability, considering the effect of locally
stored fuel. The analysis is supported by calculations based on
reliability data widely accepted in industry.
II. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS
A. Reliability and Availability Analysis
Since microgrids are repairable systems that are intended to
operate continuously or that may still be considered operational
even when one or more components fail, availability can be defined both as the probability that the microgrid is providing full
power to the load at any given time t, or as the expected portion of
the time that the microgrid performs its required function—i.e.,
powering the load. Mathematically, this definition of availability
implies that
A=

TU
μ
=
λ+μ
TU + TD

(1)

where A is the availability, μ and λ are the microgrid’s repair and
failure rates, respectively, and TU and TD are its mean up time
(MUT) and mean down time (MDT), respectively. The mean
time between failures (MTBF) is, then, TU + TD , and μ and λ
are the inverse of the MDT and MUT, respectively. Unavailability U is defined as 1 – A. Although the concept of availability
is similar to the concept of reliability, they both should not be
confused. Availability is a concept that builds on the concept
of reliability. In terms of a quantitative measure the reliability
of some entity is defined as the probability that a particular entity under consideration works meeting some operational goals
under given conditions for a given time interval [35]. This definition is based on the implicit assumption that a reliability test
is made with the entity separated from any other potentially interacting entity. In this implicit assumption lies a fundamental
difference between the concepts of reliability and availability.
Whereas reliability applies to independent entities, availability
applies to entities that interact with other entities and/or that are
influenced by external factors not directly related with any physical interaction within the system, such as maintenance policies.
For this reason, the concept of reliability applies to separable
components or entities, such as a circuit, whereas availability
is applicable to systems formed by a number or components.
Hence, availability is not only influenced by its components reliability behavior, but also by how those components interact
among themselves—e.g., how they are interconnected to form
the system architecture—how the system is configured—e.g.,
whether or not there are redundant components—or what are
the maintenance policies—e.g., whether or not spares are kept
at the site in order to reduce the MDT—among other influencing
factors. Thus, the definition of availability of an entity or system
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considers its forming components by the function they perform
and not necessarily by their physical constitution or existence.
However, the definition of reliability refers to the physical entity
that is under consideration. For this reason, the concept of reliability applies to system components that cannot be repaired,
so when this particular component fails, although it may still be
possible to be replaced into the system by another component
performing the same function, the failed component itself, as a
separate entity for which reliability is assessed, can no longer
be repaired. Hence, when calculating reliability, the concept of
MTBF shall be replaced by that of mean time to failure (MTTF).
This distinction between the concept of reliability that applies to separable physical entities and that of availability that
applies primarily to systems or entities in which its components
are viewed primarily by the function they perform, motivates
some techniques to improve availability. Among these techniques used to improve availability, two that are relevant for
the analysis conducted in here are redundancy—to have more
than the minimum needed number of a given component performing the same function—and diversity—to have different
system components that can perform the same function. A welldesigned microgrid with a redundant and/or diverse design can
sustain failures in one or more of its components, while it is
still able to fully power the load. The possibility that a system
can still meet its operational goals when one or more of its
components fail is another characteristic that differentiates the
use of the concept of availability and reliability. For the latter,
the notion of operation within specifications even when there
are failures present is not applicable. Modular designs also contribute to improve system availability by allowing a small ratio
of the MDT to the MTBF through fast replacement of failed
components [36]. Without a modular design, redundant configurations cannot be implemented [37]. The opposing alternative
to a modular architecture is termed as a centralized design [28].

B. Reference Converter Topologies
Since most DG technologies inherently produce dc power,
there are two basic families of converters that can be used to integrate these local generation units into a common main system
bus to form a dc microgrid. One, exemplified in Fig. 1 is the
conventional approach of using SICs. The other, exemplified in
Fig. 2 is to use MICs. MICs are typically realized by taking a
conventional SIC and splitting its circuit into a common output
stage and an input stage that is replicated in order to produce one
input for each replicated original input stage. Hence, MICs tend
to facilitate integrating various sources. Some of the past studies
that describe alternative ways of realizing MICs are [38]–[41].
Although some previous works on MICs claim without proof
that they can achieve higher reliability [30], [31], it is not clear
how this characteristic can be verified considering that the common output stage may act as a single point of failure for all
sources connected to that same MIC module, thus, negating the
advantage of having diverse inputs. For this reason, it is relevant
to quantitatively evaluate how MIC design affects microgrids
availability.
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Fig. 1.

Possible dc microgrid architecture with SICs.

Fig. 2.

Possible dc microgrid architecture with MICs.

Fig. 3 shows three of the most general ways in which MICs
can be realized depending on the connection point among input
modules [26] and one example of a representative circuit topology for each case. The simplest approach is to make all inputs to
share only the output capacitor, as in the MI boost [42]. Yet, this
approach, shown in Fig. 3(a), is only arguably a MIC because it
can also be considered a parallel connection of boost converters
in which the output capacitor of each boost converter is replaced by a single capacitor. Another option is to link all inputs
magnetically at a common magnetic core, as shown in the MI
CSHB [40] in Fig. 3(b). The third option, displayed in Fig. 3(c)
and exemplified with a MI ISEPIC [43], is to make the input
modules to share at least one uncontrolled switch and a capacitor
and possibly an inductor or coupled inductors. Since these three
dc–dc converter topologies—boost, ISEPIC, and CSHB—are
representative of most other realizable circuit topologies, they
were chosen as benchmark cases for the analysis. Most other
likely chosen topologies for microgrids, including, but not limited to buck–boost, flyback, Ćuk, push–pull, or half-bridge, have
similar number of components and arrangement than one of the
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Fig. 4.

Microgrid Configuration A.

Fig. 5.

Microgrid Configuration B.

with discontinuous currents, current source interface converters
facilitates maximum power point tracking (MPPT) and almost
eliminate current ripple that may reduce MPPT algorithms efficacy. Moreover, contrary to the boost converter, the ISEPIC can
be controlled to both increase and decrease the DG unit voltage,
so the entire output characteristic of the source can be tracked in
search for a maximum power point of operation [43]. Furthermore, the ISEPIC and CSHB may have high-voltage step-up
conversion ratios, so sources with inherently low voltages, such
as photovoltaic (PV) modules and fuel cells, can be easily integrated without compromising reliability by connecting many
power generation cells in series [44], [45].
C. Assumptions and Additional Considerations
Fig. 3.

Three possible MICs topologies. (a) Boost. (b) CSHB [40]. (c) ISEPIC.

three reference circuits, so difference in reliability calculations
with the corresponding similar topology of these other converters are negligible. The three chosen topologies have some
subtle differences that make them, from a practical perspective, slightly more likely to be chosen for microgrid interfaces.
All three, boost, ISEPIC, and CSHB converters, have a current source interface, which makes them suitable to all type
of sources, particularly to those, such as fuel cells, that require
relatively continuous current output. In addition to provide “universal” source compatibility and avoid affecting fuel cells life

Figs. 4–9 show a diagram of six of the more general dc microgrid architectures. In these figures, f represents the fuel supply
for the DG sources, s is each DG source unit, CC is a center
converter, c is a SIC converter module, i represents a MIC input
module, and o is a MIC common output stage module. The last
two of the six architectures include MICs. The analysis assumes
that two different types of DG sources are used and that the microgrid counts with more than one unit for each DG source
technology. These DG units are grouped in two clusters, with
each cluster having all DG sources of the same technology. In order to be able to compare all configurations, it is assumed unless
clarified otherwise that each source cluster and each converter
arrangement have an n + 1 redundant configuration. Hence, in
all cases, at least n operating DG units and converters are needed
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Fig. 6.
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Microgrid Configuration C.

to power the load. Evidently, DG sources and converter modules can be selected for a relatively higher rated power, but such
a condition will lead to a better availability than that obtained
with the previous assumption because the microgrid can absorb
failures in more DG units or converter modules without leading
to overall system failure. For the cases with MICs, it is assumed
that each MIC has two input modules, each connected to a different source type, and that the output stage is rated at double
the power than that of the input stages. That is, each output
stage is able to carry the load of both of its input stages operating simultaneously at their respective rated power. In order to
compare all circuit topologies on equal basis, it is also assumed
that converters circuit components are selected so that each of
them are equally stressed in all three circuit topologies and all
six configurations. In case some insights on the relative reliability difference among circuit topologies based on components
potential stress levels are desired, the reader can resort to [26]
for such information. It is also assumed that all configurations
have distributed and autonomous controllers, such as the one
in [29], so availability is not negatively affected by communication links or centralized controllers, such as the one considered
in [46], which can act as single point of failures.
The six studied architectures are as follows:
1) Configuration A (see Fig. 4): A center SIC for each source
cluster.
2) Configuration B (see Fig. 5): One SIC for each DG unit.
3) Configuration C (see Fig. 6): Nonredundant or n + 1
redundant arrangement of SICs for each DG cluster.
4) Configuration D (see Fig. 7): Nonredundant or n + 1
redundant arrangement of SICs for each DG unit.
5) Configuration E (see Fig. 8): Nonredundant or n + 1 redundant arrangement of MICs with each source of the
same type connected in parallel to form a cluster. Each of
the two input modules of a MIC module is connected to a
different source cluster. Its SIC counterpart is Configuration C.
6) Configuration F (see Fig. 9): One MIC input module connected to each DG unit. Its SIC counterpart is Configuration B.
Examples of microgrids operational behavior with some relevant configurations are shown in Figs. 10–12. These figures

Fig. 7.

Microgrid Configuration D.

Fig. 8.

Microgrid Configuration E.

Fig. 9.

Microgrid Configuration F.
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Fig. 10. Simulation showing the behavior of Configuration A with CSHB
when a failure occurs at t = 0.3 s.

Fig. 11. Simulation showing the behavior of Configuration C with boost converters when failures occur at t = 0.25 s.

Fig. 12. Simulation showing the behavior of Configuration F with MI ISEPICs
when failures occur at t = 0.17 s.
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display simulation results for some key scenarios with different
architecture configurations and circuit topologies. In all these
cases, one converter cluster or one set of input legs corresponding to the same source type control output voltage, while the
remaining converter cluster or input legs share a same portion
of a total input current target. All converter modules are n + 1 redundant. Fig. 10 shows a simulated case of Configuration A with
CSHB converters with one source cluster producing 48 V and
the other 36 V. Both input inductors have 300 μH inductances,
output capacitances equal 1000 μF, and all other capacitances
are 100 μF. The output voltage is regulated to 150 V through
the high-voltage source path with an integral controller with a
gain of 0.2. The other power path regulates the output current
of the source to 312 A with an integral controller with a gain of
0.1. This current regulating converter fails at t = 0.3 s. Fig. 11
shows the case of Configuration C with three boost converters in
each converter cluster. The voltage produced by the sources are
48 and 36 V. The output voltage is regulated by the converters
connected to the high-voltage sources to 150 V with an integral
controller with a gain of 0.25. Input currents for the converters
connected to the low-voltage source are regulated to a total of
144 A, which is initially divided equally into 48 A for each of
these three converters. Current regulators are PI controllers with
an integral gain of 0.1 and a proportional gain of 10. These boost
converters have 300 μH inductors and 500 μF capacitors. A failure in one of the high-input voltage boost converters and in one
of the low-input voltage converters occurs at t = 0.25 s. The last
example is shown in Fig. 12. In this figure, Configuration F was
simulated with three MI ISEPIC modules, each with two input
legs. The sources output are 48 and 24 V. The input inductors for
the ISEPIC have an inductance of 500 μH. The center capacitors
have a capacitance of 100 μF and the output capacitors have a
capacitance of 300 μF. Output voltage is regulated to 150 V
by the high-input voltage legs with an integral controller with a
gain of 0.25. The other input legs regulate input current with an
integral controller with a gain of 0.5. Their total current target
is 300 A, initially divided equally in 100 A for each leg until a
failure affects one input leg of each source cluster. In all cases,
the load is a 2 Ω resistance, which is kept powered despite the
failure in the source interfaces due to adequate n + 1 redundant
design—in these examples, all n + 1 redundant modules are
designed and operated so if one of them fails, the others can still
absorb its load.
In addition to the aforementioned assumptions, it is being considered that all sources are dispatchable and that their source of
energy is a continuous flow of fuel with a given availability.
The reason for considering dispatchable sources fueled with a
continuous flow is to avoid distracting the analysis, which is
focused on the power electronic interfaces and system architecture, with issues and peculiarities affecting the DG sources.
Although issues and particularities affecting sources are out
of the scope of this paper, an explanation on how to consider
discontinuous fuel flow through local storage is provided in a
later section of this paper. For the case of renewable sources
that are not typically dispatchable, such as PV generators, it is
assumed that they are collocated with enough energy storage,
so the source availability is equivalent to that of dispatchable
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sources. In case it is desired, the quantitative approach presented
in this paper may also serve to calculate a microgrid’s availability when using nondispatchable sources. Previous works, such
as [47], may assist in this calculation by relating PV generation
availability with energy storage sizing and solar energy generating profile. For the same reason that it is being considered that
all sources are dispatchable and they receive a continuous fuel
supply, it is also being assumed that all sources in the dc microgrid operate in hot standby and that no energy storage needs
to be added to the microgrid in order to increase its availability.
These assumptions represent typical operation and engineering approaches in microgrids [8] and also present a paradigm
shift in ultra available systems with respect to conventional energy systems that achieve high availability by combining cold
standby diesel generators with local energy storage in batteries.
Comparison between these two paradigms—microgrids with local power generation versus local conventional energy systems
with energy storage and standby generators—will be performed
also in a later section of this paper.
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TABLE I
MCS DESCRIPTION, PROBABILITY, AND QUANTITY FOR CONFIGURATION A

TABLE II
MCS DESCRIPTION, PROBABILITY, AND QUANTITY FOR CONFIGURATION B

III. MCS-BASED AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS
The availability of the configurations under study cannot be
studied by completely reducing their availability success diagram in steps by taking advantage of series and parallel arrangements of components because of two reasons. One of these two
reasons is that some configurations, such as those with MICs,
have meshed structures that are neither a series nor a parallel
arrangement. The other reason is that adequate operation of the
microgrid—i.e., the load can be fully powered—requires just
that a given number of sources NS m are operational from the total pool of source units from both clusters, each with NS sources.
With n + 1 redundancy NS m equals NS – 1, whereas without
redundancy NS m equals NS . Hence, successful operation of the
sources cannot be represented in an availability success diagram
by a parallel combination of sources in each cluster, either with
or without redundancy. Markov availability analysis is also inadequate because of the large number of states involved. Instead,
the method proposed here calculates availability by identifying
all mcs—the sets of components such that if all of them fail, the
system also fails, but that if any one of the elements of the list is
removed from the set, then the system is no longer failed—and
then consider that the microgrid unavailability UM G equals
⎛
UM G = P ⎝

M
C

⎞
Kj ⎠

(2)

j =1

where Kj represents the mcs, P(Kj ) is the mcs probability, and
MC is the total number of mcs. Calculation of (2) is usually
extremely tedious. However, the calculation can be simplified
by recognizing that UM G is bounded by [35]
Mc

i=1

P(Ki ) −

Mc 
i−1

i=2 j =1

P(Ki ∩ Kj ) ≤ UM G ≤

Mc

i=1

P(Ki ) (3)

because with highly available components, as it occurs here,
UM G can be very accurately approximated to
UM G ∼
=

MC


P(Kj ).

(4)

j =1

Tables I–VI indicate the mcs description—second column—
and their corresponding contributing term in (4)—third
column—for configurations A to F, respectively. The fourth
column in those tables indicates whether or not the mcs probability of the respective row needs to be considered, depending
on the redundancy policy. The redundancy policy refers only to
components contained in the respective mcs. All missing failure
conditions do not present mcs. Nomenclature used in these tables is specified in Appendix A. In order to exemplify how these
tables are formed, consider Table IV. In this table, mcs #1 represents the failure of both fuel supplies. Also in Table IV, the mcs
#2NR represents the case in which, with no redundancy in the
source clusters, one of the fuel supplies fails and one of the pairs
formed by a DG unit fueled by the other fuel supply and its corresponding cluster of SICs fails. Mcs 2R represent the same failure mode, but when there is an n + 1 redundant arrangement of
sources. In both mcs #2NR and #2R , the SIC clusters can be considered with or without redundant configurations. If the SIC arrangement is redundant, then (25)—indicated in the Appendix A
—is used in the calculations. Otherwise (24) should be used.
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TABLE III
MCS DESCRIPTION, PROBABILITY, AND QUANTITY FOR CONFIGURATION C

TABLE IV
MCS DESCRIPTION, PROBABILITY, AND QUANTITY FOR CONFIGURATION D

When their sources are not arranged in clusters with redundant
sources, the unavailability for Configuration D is as follows:
UM G = uf 1 uf 2 + NS (uS b2 uf 1 + uS b1 uf 2 )
+

NS


S −j +1
CjN S CNNSS −j +1 ujS b1 uN
.
S b2

(6)

j =1

Mcs #3R and #3NR are a group of mcs that exemplify why simpler approaches, such as availability success diagram reduction,
cannot be applied in this study. These mcs represent a condition in which there is just one fewer source among all the DG
units in both clusters than the minimum needed to fully power
the load. Hence, each mcs #3NR includes NS + 1 failed DG
units from the total of twice NS source units contained in both
clusters. Similarly, each mcs #3R includes NS + 2 failed DG
units from the total of twice NS source units contained in both
clusters. Hence, when sources have redundant arrangements, the
unavailability for Configuration D is as follows:

UM G = uf 1 uf 2 + C2N S u2S b1 uf 2 + u2S b2 uf 1
+

NS

j =2

S −j +2
CjN S CNNSS −j +2 ujS b1 uN
.
S b2

(5)

Mcs #9 in Tables III and V and #13 in Table V require some
additional explanation. In order to understand the reasoning behind these mcs, consider mcs #9 in Table V. This mcs consider
cases in which although the total number of DG units and inputs
modules would be sufficient to power the load, it is not fully
powered because of how working DG units and input modules
are distributed in the microgrid architecture. For example, consider that there is no redundancy and there are five DG units in
each source cluster. Hence, if the load has a power of PL watts,
each DG unit is rated at PL NS /5 watts and at least NS source
units are required to power the load. Now consider that there are
ten converter modules. Each input module is rated at PL NC /10
and at least NC working modules are needed to power the load.
Now consider that source cluster #1 has two working units and
source cluster #2 has all its DG units working. Also consider
that there are four operating input modules connected to the
source cluster #2 and that all input modules connected to the
source cluster #1 are working. Since the total working DG units
is more than NS and the total operating input modules is more
than NC , it may seem that the system is able to power the load.
However, since the load can only receive 2PL NS /5 watts from
the source cluster #1—40% of PL —and 4PL NC /10 watts from
source cluster #2—another 40% of PL —then the microgrid is
unable to fully power the load. Hence, it is failed. Still, in this
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TABLE V
MCS DESCRIPTION, PROBABILITY, AND QUANTITY FOR CONFIGURATION E

past example, the set of all failed input modules #2 and all failed
DG units #1 does not constitutes a mcs because if one of the
input modules is repaired, the system will still be in a failed condition. Therefore, four conditions need to be satisfied in order to
have an mcs associated to the aforementioned operational state.
The first condition is that all failed input modules are connected
to a source cluster with all working units; whereas the output
of the source cluster with failed units are powering a cluster of
operational input modules. The second condition states that the
system is in its failed state. That is, the number of working DG
units NW S in the source cluster with failures and the number
of operational input modules NW i among the failed cluster of
input modules satisfies
NW S
NW i
+
< 1.
NS
NC

(7)

The third and four conditions represent the condition to have
mcs, i.e., if one DG unit is repaired with respect to (7), the
system can power the load again
NW S
NW i
1
+
+
≥1
NS
NC
NS

(8)

and if one input module is repaired with respect to (7), the
system can power the load again
NW i
1
NW S
+
+
≥ 1.
NS
NC
NC

(9)

All (7)–(9) become explicit if both sides are multiplied by
PL . When the redundancy policy is considered, conditions
(7)–(9) create the set Ψ of pairs (j,k) indicated in Tables III
and V.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Effects of Converter Topology and System Architecture on
Microgrid Availability
In order to evaluate in a quantitative way, each of the microgrid architecture and circuit topologies benchmarking cases
consider the typical component reliability values in Table VII.
Since grid availability is higher than that of any DG unit, it is
assumed that the analysis is made either for a stand-alone microgrid or for a microgrid operation when the grid is out of service.
The results will, then, provide a worst case scenario view, which
can only be better if a main power grid is providing power to
the microgrid. This assumption also facilitates the analysis of
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TABLE VI
MCS DESCRIPTION, PROBABILITY, AND QUANTITY FOR CONFIGURATION F

the conditions necessary for a microgrid to achieve ultrahigh
availability. Table VII also contains the calculated failure and
repair rates for the MIC and SIC topologies used as benchmarks. It is assumed that the maintenance policy indicates that
no spare converter modules are kept at the microgrid site, so it
takes about a week to replace any damaged unit. The results of
the availability calculations that consider n + 1 redundancy for
both converter modules and DG units are summarized numerically in Table VIII and graphically in Fig. 13. In this figure, the
vertical axis absolute value is also approximately equal to the
microgrid availability measured in “nines.” It was assumed that
sources for cluster #1 are microturbines and for cluster #2 are
fuel cells. In order to equalize the comparison of configurations
in which the number of sources equal the number of converter
(input) modules—B and F—with those in which nS can be chosen different from nC —C, D, and E—it was also assumed that
both nS and nC equal 5. Still, calculations indicate that provided
n + 1 redundancy is maintained and nC is reasonably low (e.g.,
below 15), varying values for nC yields marginal differences in
the availability of configurations C, D, or E. In order to simplify the analysis and to avoid affecting the study focus on the
converters by considering the effect of local energy storage in
the fuel supply, uF 1 was consider equal to uF 2 . The table and
figure indicate that except for Configuration A with an availability below 6-nines, all other cases are approximately equal
in terms of availability, with a value of about 6.5-nines. Yet,
configurations E and F require fewer components than their SIC
configuration counterparts and, hence, microgrid architectures
with MICs have potential for cost savings without compromising availability as it occurs with conventional approaches [55].
Evidently, Case A is the worst in terms of availability, but it is
the one that utilizes fewer components. The opposing case by a

TABLE VII
RELIABILITY VALUES USED IN THE NUMERICAL EXAMPLES ([48] BASED
ON [49] UNLESS SPECIFIED OTHERWISE)

marginal difference in terms of availability is Configuration D.
Still, it is extremely inefficient in terms of part counts, requiring
by far the most number of components of all cases.
The previous calculations show that use of MIC reduces the
common need of trading off availability for part counts and,
hence, potentially costs in power electronic interfaces. Still,
since DG units typically contribute to a significant portion of
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TABLE VIII
SYSTEM AVAILABILITY FOR THE STUDIED CASES
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By showing that the influence of the circuit topology choices
on UM G is small, the previous quantitative analysis supports
the choice for MIC as building blocks for microgrid architectures because it indicates that MIC represents a compromise
solution between modularity, cost, and availability. Still, MIC
architectures seem to be somewhat more sensitive to topology
changes. Hence, it is relevant to briefly explore the characteristics of the MICs selected as benchmark topologies. Configurations with boost converters are marginally better than those
with ISEPIC, and both of these topologies are better than the
CSHB. As Fig. 13 suggests, the case with the worst availability
performance is Configuration A with a CSHB, as exemplified
in Fig. 10. Configuration C with boost converters is among the
cases with the best performance, and its behavior is exemplified
in Fig. 11. However, configurations with MI ISEPICs, such as
Configuration F exemplified in Fig. 12 have an availability only
marginally lower than that of the single-input or MI boost converters. Since the difference between the boost and the ISEPIC
topologies is small; therefore, the choice between them may
depend on other important criteria different from their influence
on availability. For example, in steady state, the inputs-to-output
voltages relationship for a two-input ISEPIC is given by [43]
Vout =

Fig. 13. Summary of unavailabilities from Table VIII for the six studied cases
and three benchmark topologies.

the cost, it is relevant to evaluate how availability is impacted if
no redundancy is used in the source clusters (but it is still used
for converters for those cases in which the number of converters
can be different from that of the source). With no source redundancy and considering an ISEPIC as the converter topology,
all cases have approximately the same unavailability of 4.82 ×
10−6 —meaning an availability of about 5.5 nines—except for
Configuration A with an unavailability of 2.7 × 10−5 . Without redundancy in the sources, availability for configurations
B through F is still very high due to the use of diverse power
sources. Without source diversity, availability drops sharply because if only one cluster of sources is used, it becomes, from an
availability calculation perspective, as a series-connected component because the source cluster is now a fundamental part for
system operation such that if it is fails, the whole system fails.
Hence, the microgrid availability cannot be higher than that of
the only source cluster, which equals approximately 0.85 if five
fuel cells with no redundancy are used, 0.96 if five microturbines with no redundancy are used, about 0.99 if five fuel cells
with redundancy are used, or 0.9994 if five microturbines with
redundancy are used. Clearly, microgrids cannot achieve adequate levels of availability without diverse power sources unless
energy storage is used.

N2 (D1 E1 + (D2 − D1 )E2 )
N1 (1 − D2 )

(10)

where N1 and N2 are the number of turns in the input and output
sides, respectively, of the coupled inductor, Vout is the output
voltage, E1 is the highest input voltage, E2 is the other input
voltage, D1 is the duty cycle of the switch of the leg, whose
input voltage is E1 , and D2 is the duty cycle of the other input leg. Equation (10) indicates that the ISEPIC can achieve
higher conversion ratios than the boost, and is more suitable for
tracking sources’ maximum power point [43] because the output voltage can be higher or lower than the input voltage. The
only disadvantage of the ISEPIC somewhat with respect to the
boost is, in terms of power efficiency, particularly at high loads.
The CSHB yields a slightly lower availability and is more costly
than the other two topologies, but it can provide higher conversion ratios than the boost and may reach higher efficiencies than
the ISEPIC. All of the three circuit topologies discussed herein
have a current source interface suitable for all types of DG
sources, including those, such as fuel cells, that require smooth
currents. Due to this choice for equal input interface at all three
benchmarking topologies, availability of sources, whose reliability data are based on performance degradation, such as in
fuel cells, does not need to be modified in any case. However,
a choice of converters with a voltage source interface, such as
MI buck–boost [31] or the two-stage buck and boost [56], will
require reducing the MUT of DG technologies that are negatively affected by switched output currents, such as fuel cells.
The ISEPIC is once again used as an example of converters with
current source interface. As Fig. 14 shows by testing a hardware
prototype with E1 = 55.5 V, E2 = 25 V, D1 = 0.31, D2 = 0.32,
N1 = 8, N2 = 17, Vout ≈ 150 V, and Pout = 217 W—measuring
an efficiency of about 92.5%—and a switching frequency of
80 kHz, the ISEPIC input currents are not switched. Contrary
to the MI ISEPIC, there are preceding works presenting exper-
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Consider a conventional telecom plant such as the one in
Fig. 15. From the analysis detailed in Appendix B, the availability of this plant can be obtained from the Markov diagram
in Fig. 16. As the analysis in Appendix B yields, when continuous fuel supply is assumed for the genset, and an autonomy
TBAT time is considered for the batteries, the unavailability of
a conventional standby energy plant is given by
USYS = Ua ea F T B A T

(11)

where Ua is the sum of the steady-state probabilities of all the
states representing a failed condition and aF = −(3μRS + μM P
+ μGS ), where μRS , μM P , and μGS are the failure rates of the
rectifier system, the mains power, and the combined genset and
its fuel supply, respectively. When a diesel fuel tank autonomy
TD is considered, the unavailability becomes
Fig. 14. Oscilloscope capture for a hardware prototype of a two-input ISEPIC.
From top to bottom, the traces are: switching signal for the switch at the leg
with the lowest input voltage (shown to provide an indication of the switching
frequency), output voltage, input current at the leg with the highest voltage, and
input current at the other leg.

imental behavior for the MI boost [42] and MI CSHB [57] and,
thus, they are not shown in here. Experimental results for these
three converters confirm that their behavior satisfy the conditions set forth when they were selected as benchmark topologies.
They also confirm their suitability as an adequate compromise
solution for microgrid source interfaces. Further analysis of the
circuit operation is out of the scope of this paper. However,
this discussion can be easily extended to other topologies not
explicitly discussed here.
B. Comparison Between Microgrids and Conventional Standby
Energy Systems
Since it has been claimed that one of the main applications
of dc microgrids is in those cases, where they achieve higher
availability than conventional backup energy systems, such as
those found in telecommunications industry [32], [33], it is
relevant to utilize the analytical approach presented here in order to quantitatively evaluate this assertion. While microgrids
achieve high availability by diverse local power generation, conventional standby systems increase grid’s availability through
local energy storage in batteries—as it is going to be shown,
standby diesel generators do not increase grid’s availability by
themselves to a sufficient level as required by critical loads.
Hence, microgrids are true power plants, whereas conventional
plants are instead backup energy systems. Although batteries
are effective in order to increase availability, they are expensive
and add important operational and maintenance issues, including limited cycling, effects of environmental conditions on life,
and disposal. Hence, it is desirable to find an option, such as dc
microgrids, that provides high availability without the need for
energy storage. Energy storage that may be added to micro-grids
as load following power buffers for sources with slow dynamic
response is not considered in the analysis for two reasons: The
first reason is that the function of power buffers is not to increase
availability but rather to meet operational needs. The second reason is that stored energy in power buffers can feed the full load
only for a relatively very short time.

USYS = PS 2 ea D (T D +T B A T ) + Ua ea F T B A T

(12)

where PS 2 is the state representing a condition when only the ac
grid is in a failed state and aD = −(λRS + μM P + λGS ), where
λ identify failure rates.
Without batteries, but with sufficiently long diesel storage—at
least longer than the grid’s MDT—the availability with respect
to that of the grid can be improved by an order of magnitude,
from 3-nines to 4-nines. With both TBAT and TD equal to 5 h,
availability can be increased to 5-nines—still an order of magnitude lower than those obtained for most microgrid configurations in Table VIII—but such a long battery reserve time is
typically very costly, particularly for high loads. Evidently, one
alternative is to reduce TBAT by increasing TD , but with short
battery reserves, in the order of an hour, and long and increasing fuel reserve times (longer than a day) availability increases
marginally without barely exceeding 5-nines. When TD = 5 h,
an availability of 6-nines for energy backup plants can only
be achieved with battery reserve times of 9 h. Without diesel
generators, 5-nines availability requires about 9.5 h of battery
energy storage, and 6-nines requires 14 h of energy storage.
Therefore, this analysis quantitatively demonstrates that microgrids can achieve higher availabilities than conventional backup
energy systems without the need for energy storage. Although
microgrid’s availability advantage is made at the expense of investing in local DG units, cost calculations indicate that for sites
requiring over a hundred kilowatt, dc microgrids are still more
economical than conventional backup plants [6]. These calculations involve adding the capital, installation, operations, and
expected downtime cost evaluated over a given reference time
span Tref —e.g., 10 years because that is the typical life of leadacid batteries. The proposed quantitative availability framework
presented here is essential in order to calculate the expected
downtime cost, which equals the unavailability multiplied by
Tref and by the unit cost of the downtime depending the application under evaluation [58]. Typically, a planning process
intended for technology selection will calculate the total cost
of ownership—i.e., total cost of the system under evaluation
including downtime cost calculated for the entire lifespan of the
system, from purchasing to decommissioning—and will select
the option with the lowest cost. Hence, quantifying availability
allows to evaluate, through downtime cost calculation, whether
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it is worth the cost of achieving ultrahigh availability and if so,
which way is more cost effective to achieve such an availability with a conventional energy plant or with a microgrid. If the
answer is the latter option, the quantitative analysis answers the
question of which microgrid configuration may be more suitable
based on the expected cost. Thus, it might be of planning interest to evaluate if microgrids costs can be reduced by replacing
source redundancy and even diversity by local energy storage.
C. Effects of Local Energy Storage on Microgrids Availability
From (11), the unavailability of a microgrid when batteries
are added directly to its main bus is can be calculated from
UM G ,ES = UM G ea M G T B A T .

(13)

Since, each mcs can be related with a microgrid operational
state, a lower bound for aM G equals the sum of all transitions
rates from each mcs directly into a working state, i.e., the sum of
all repair rates from transitions leaving each mcs into a working
state. From Table II and using Configuration B as an example,
without redundancy in the sources
aM G = − μf 1 + μf 2 + NS (μS C 1 + μf 1 + μS C 2 + μf 2 )
+

NS


CjN S CNNSS −j +1 (jμS C 1 + (NS − j + 1)μS C 2 )

j =1

(14)
and with redundancy
aM G = − μf 1 + μf 2 + C2N S (μS C 1 + μf 1 + μS C 2 + μf 2 )
+

NS


CjN S CNNSS −j +2 (jμS C 1 + (NS − j + 2)μS C 2 )

j =2

(15)
where

⎧
(λS 1 + λC )μS 1 μC
⎪
⎪
⎨ μS C 1 = λ μ + λ μ + λ λ
S1 C
C S1
C S1
⎪
+
λ
)μ
μ
(λ
S
2
C
S
2
C
⎪
⎩ μS C 1 =
λS 2 μC + λC μS 2 + λC λS 2
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when the sources are in single not redundant configurations.
Also, these calculations, although simple, only yield a lower
bound for aM G , and thus, an upper bound for TBAT . However,
once more DG units are added to each cluster, the required
reserve time needed to reach 5-nines drops extremely fast.
D. Account for Discontinuous Fuel Supply in Availability
Calculation Framework
One last point of interest in the proposed approach is to represent the fact that fuel supply for DG sources could not be
continuous, but rather delivered at regular intervals and stored
locally, i.e., distinguishing the case of natural gas supply, which
is delivered continuously through a pipe, from the case in which
liquid fuel is delivered at given intervals with a truck or some
other transportation means. The proposed model here for such
liquid fuel supply considers that the fuel supply process can be
represented by two states. A working state SRF when the system
is being resupplied and fuel is flowing through the input nozzle
leading to the fuel storage tank and a failed state SF in which no
fuel is flowing into the fuel storage tank input and the system is
waiting to be resupplied. Hence, the MUT can be associated with
the expected time it takes to refuel the system—for simplicity,
this time is assumed here to be always constant—and the MDT
can be associated with the time when the system is at a “waiting
to be resupplied” state. Also for simplicity, it is assume that the
transition rates between SRF and SF are constant. The model
also considers that because of the fuel production, commercialization, and transportation processes, there is a 100 × PD %
chances that the system is not resupplied within TR hours from
the last time it was refueled. Here, the problem of representing
the probability that the fuel system will transition from SF to
SRF in [0,t) is analogous to that of finding the probability that
a generic two-state system in its failed state is repaired—i.e., it
transitions into the working state—in [0,t). Thus, from [35]
1 − PD = 1 − e−μ R F T R

(17)

where μRF is the transition rate from SF to SRF . Hence,
μRF = −
(16)

and λ and μ are the failure and repair rates, respectively, of fuel
supplies (indicated by subindices f1 and f2), DG source units
(indicated by subindices S1 and S2), and SIC (indicated by the
subindex C). If microgrid costs are reduced by having only one
DG unit in each of the two clusters, availabilities without added
energy storage is about 4-nines. Calculations indicate that batteries connected directly to the main bus can increase availability
up to 5-nines. Yet, for configurations A, B, D, and F significant
energy storage, similar to that required in conventional backup
energy systems, is needed in order to achieve such goal. This result is not surprising because the availability of DG units is poor
compared to that of conventional grids, and because configurations C and E are the only two ones that can take advantage of
having multiple converter modules in redundant arrangements

1
ln(PD ).
TR

(18)

Resupply unavailability uF , RS is then,
uF ,RS =

λRF
λRF + μRF

(19)

where λRF is the inverse of the average expected time it takes to
refuel the system. Thus, the unavailability uf of locally stored
fuel supply is as follows:
uf = uF ,RS e−μ R F T f S

(20)

where Tf S is the fuel supply autonomy operating at the nominal
load. As an example, consider a demanding situation, typically
of what could be found after a natural disaster in which the
microgrid needs to operate continuously with fuel for microturbines being resupplied by trucks reaching the site through
heavily damaged roads. Hence, consider that PD = 0.2, TR =
24 h, and λRF = 1 h. Then, μRF = 6.7 × 10−2 and uF , RS =
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0.937. Thus, with these conditions, it requires a fuel tank capable of storing about a week of fuel in order to closely match
5-nines availability observed in continuous fuel supply, such as
natural gas, and indicated in Table VII.

Nc : Number of converter modules. For configurations C and
D, it is the number of SICs in each cluster. For configurations E
and F is the number of MIC modules. With n + 1 redundancy,
NC = nC + 1. Without redundancy NC = nC .
CxN : Number of combinations from a group of N equal components taken in groups of x. Since all components are equal and
the order in which each component is picked is not important,
then

V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a quantitative framework based on mcs
theory that allows evaluating how dc–dc converters circuit
topologies and system electrical architecture designs choices
influence dc microgrids availability. The impact on availability of both conventional architectures with SICs and alternative
configurations with MICs are evaluated. Calculations indicate
that power architectures with MICs seem a good compromise
approach suited for highly available microgrids because they
enable source diversity—an essential need in order to achieve
high availability—and achieve with fewer circuit components an
availability only marginally below that of SIC modules. Configurations with center converters have availabilities of about
5-nines with redundant DG sources and 4-nines without redundancy. These values are of an order of magnitude worse
than those calculated for modular SICs or MICs. Three converter topologies are considered as benchmarks because they
are representative of other possible suitable alternatives: boost,
ISEPIC, and CSHB. Although the ISEPIC has an availability
only marginally below than the highest one achieved by the
boost, the ISEPIC provides more operational flexibility because
it can achieve high-voltage conversion ratios and track the entire
output range of sources in search of a maximum power point.
Availability models for battery energy storage and discontinuous fuel delivery are included in the discussion. These models provide a way of quantifying the impact of locally added
energy storage and of tradeoffs between battery storage and
local fuel storage. These models served as a basis in order to
compare microgrids with conventional backup energy systems
and to demonstrate previously seemingly unproved claims that
microgrids can achieve ultrahigh availabilities—higher than 5nines—without local energy storage. Relevant applications for
the proposed quantitative availability calculation method include risk assessments and microgrid controller development
for optimal availability operation. Future research will study
and develop such a controller, which would dynamically estimate microgrids availability in real time, typically intended to
be used in smart-grid applications.
APPENDIX A
NOMENCLATURE USED IN TABLES
uf 1 and uf 2 : Fuel supply unavailability. In the studied cases,
uf 1 is the unavailability of the biofuel and uf 2 is the unavailability of the natural gas.
uC C : Center converters unavailability.
uS 1 and uS 2 : Unavailability of DG units. In the studied cases,
uS 1 is the unavailability of a microturbine unit and uS 2 is the
unavailability of a fuel cell unit.
NS : Number of DG source units in each cluster. With n + 1
redundancy NS = nS + 1. Without redundancy NS = nS .

CxN =

N!
.
x!(N − x)!

(21)

uS C 1 and uS C 2 : Unavailability of the series connection of a DG
unit and a SIC. This unavailabilities equals
uS C j = 1 − (1 − uS j )(1 − uC ).

(22)

uC : Unavailability of a SIC.
usb 1 and usb 2 : Unavailability of the series connection of a
DG unit and a group of SICs in parallel. These unavailabilities
equal
uS bj = 1 − (1 − uS j )AC

(23)

where
AC = (1 − uC )N C

without redundancy

(24)

AC = NC (1 − uC )N C −1 uC + (1 − uC )N C

with redundancy
(25)
uo : Unavailability of a MIC’s output stage module.
ui : Unavailability of an input module in a MIC.
uS i 1 and uS i 2 : Unavailability of the series connection of a
DG unit and an input module from a MIC. This unavailability
equals
uS ij = 1 − (1 − uS j )(1 − ui ).

(26)

NR: Not relevant. It applies when the redundancy policy of a
given component does not affect the analysis.
APPENDIX B
STANDBY ENERGY PLANT AVAILABILITY CALCULATION
Consider a conventional telecom plant such as the one in
Fig. 15. The availability of this plant can be obtained from the
Markov diagram in Fig. 16. In this figure, each of the plant’s
states Si is represented by a three-digit binary number in which
the first digit represent the state of the rectifiers, the second digit
represents the state of the ac mains, and the third digit represents
the state of the genset. A “one” represents a failed state and a
“zero” represents a working condition. Also in Fig. 16, λGS is
the failure rate of the series combination of the generator set and
diesel circuit, μGS is the combined genset and its fuel supply
repair rate, ρGS is the genset failure-to-start probability, λM P
is the mains power failure rate, and μM P is the mains power
repair rate. The failure and repair rate λRS and μRS for the n +
1 redundant arrangement of rectifiers are as follows:
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Fig. 15.
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Typical telecom energy system elements and distribution architecture.

where λr and μr are the failure and repair rates of each rectifier,
respectively.
Based on Fig. 16, a vector P(t) can be defined to represent
the probability of being at any given state at time t. It can be
obtained by solving the differential equation
Ṗ(t) = AT P(t)

Fig. 16. Markov diagram for a conventional telecom energy system without
considering the batteries.

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ λRS =
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ μRS =
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
A=⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

nλ2r (n + 1)
(n + 1)λr + μr
+1
2λ2r μnr Cnn−1
n −1 n +1 i n +1−i
μr λr
i=0 Ci

−(λM P + λRS )
0
μGS
−(μGS + λM P + λRS )
0
μM P
0
μM P
0
μRS
0
μRS
0
0
0
0

(27)

where A is indicated by (29) as shown at the bottom of this page,
and Pi (t) is the coordinate i of the vector P(t), such that the sum
of all coordinates of P(t) equals 1 for all t. The probability Pi (t)
coincides with the probability PS k of being at the state k = i – 1
at time t. It is assumed that the genset is fueled by a continuous
diesel delivery process (e.g., from a pipe coming directly from a
diesel distribution center). All shaded states in Fig. 16 represent
a failed condition for the energy system so they belong to the
set F, whereas states S0 , S1 , and S2 belong to the set W of the
“working” states. The probability of plant failure is then,


PS i (t) = 1 −
PS i (t).
(30)
PP f (t) =
S i ∈F

S i ∈W

It can be shown [35], [59] that the probability density function
fP P f (t) associated with the probability of leaving the set F after

(1 − ρGS )λM P
0
−(λGS + μM P + λRS )
μGS
0
0
μRS
0

ρGS λM P
λM P
λGS
−(μGS + μM P + λRS )
0
0
0
μRS

0

0
0

−(μGS

(28)

λRS
0
0
0
−(λM P + μRS )
μGS
μM P
0
0
0
0

⎞

λRS
⎟
⎟
0
λRS
⎟
⎟
0
0
λRS
⎟
⎟
0
(1 − ρGS )λM P
ρGS λM P
⎟
⎟
+ λM P + μRS )
0
λM P
⎟
⎠
0
−(λGS + μM P + μRS )
λGS
μM P
μGS
−(μGS + μM P + μRS )
(29)
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being in the set from t = 0 and entering W at time t + dt is as
follows:
(31)
fP f (t) = −aF ea F t
where aF represent all the transition rates from F to W, i.e.,
(32)
aF = −(3μRS + μM P + μGS ).
Thus, the probability of leaving the set F after being in the
set from t = 0 and entering W at a time longer than the battery backup time TBAT —i.e., the probability of discharging the
batteries—in such condition is as follows:
 τ =T B A T
fP f (τ )dτ
PBD (t > TBAT ) = 1 −

TBAT . Therefore, the new system unavailability with limited
fuel storage and battery supply is as follows:

τ =0


=1−

τ =T B A T

−aF e

aF τ

aF TB AT

dτ = e

.

τ =0

(33)
The outage probability is, then, the probability that the system
failed at t = 0 and the batteries were discharged. If it is assumed
that the system has been turned into operation at some time
Tin ic → –∞, then PP f (t) equals the system unavailability Ua
without batteries, and the outage probability is approximately
the unavailability USYS of the eight-state system represented in
Fig. 16 to which the effect of the energy stored in the batteries
and expressed in (33) is added. Hence,
USYS = Ua ea F T B A T

(34)

where Ua is the sum of the steady-state probabilities of all
the states in F obtained by solving the linear algebraic system
of equations yield by making the left side of (28) zero, and
replacing one of the equations by
7


PS i = 1.

(35)

i=0

Limited diesel storage and discontinuous fuel delivery can
now be considered by assuming that the diesel tank is full each
time before the system enters state S2 . More complex models
involving refueling practices can be also considered, but they
are out of the scope of this paper. Since the genset will only
consume fuel when the system is at state S2 , then the new
system unavailability without considering battery reserve time
is as follows:

PS i (t)
(36)
PP f ,L F (t) = PS 2 (t > TD ) +
S i ∈F

where TD is the diesel reserve time yielded by the stored fuel
at nominal operating conditions. Following a similar analysis
from that included in (30)–(34) in reliability steady state
lim PS 2 (t > TD ) = PS 2 ea D T D

t→∞

(37)

where PS 2 is the steady-state probability of S2 and aD is the
negative sum of the transition rate out of S2 . Thus,
aD = −(λRS + μM P + λGS ).

(38)

When batteries are considered in addition to limited fuel storage, the steady-state unavailability equals the probability of entering F at t = 0 and remaining there longer than TBAT or of
entering S2 at t = 0 and remaining there longer than TD +

USYS = PS 2 ea D (T D +T B A T ) + Ua ea F T B A T .

(39)
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